
It can be really challenging to be the parent of an anxious child. A psychologist can help support
you and your child through some of these challenges. Here are some things you might like to try
before your first sesison with your psychologist. 

GETTING A HEAD START WITH ANXIETY 
Children aged 8-12

THE BRAVE PROGRAM
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CONSISTENCY &
PREDICTABILITY

CALM BOX

BRING YOUR CHILD INTO
YOUR CALM

Lots of children benefit from having a collection of objects and visuals
that help them to calm down ready to go. This might include things like
squishy balls, bubbles, pencils and paper, family photos, play doh,
noise cancelling headphones, or emotion cards. What works best in a
calm box for one child will not necessarily work for another so it's
important to make sure the items you select are useful for your child.
Practice using the calm box with your child when they are already
calm, and teach them that it can be used when they are feeling
worried. When children are experiencing anxiety, they go into
fight/flight/freeze mode, which makes it difficult for them to think
logically and remember their calm down strategies. When your child
shows the early signs that they may be having a melt down, present
their calm box to support them through this tricky time.

A child who is experiencing anxiety can create a lot of worry for their
parent and sometimes this worry can be difficult to manage. Children
learn from what they observe so it is extremely important that parents
model healthy coping strategies to their children. If parents are able to
communicate and behave in a controlled and calm manner, children
are in a better position to also manage their own emotions. As a
parent, think about your own coping strategies and ensure you are
managing your stress and overwhelm in a healthy way. Sometimes
you need to make sure your own oxygen mask is on first, so you can
breathe, and are then in a better position to help those that you love
the most.

Anxiety thrives in uncertain situations. With consistency and
predictability comes safety and security, and a reduction in anxiety.
Creating a structured environment with clear and reasonable
expectations will be an important part of supporting your child through
their anxiety. This might be achieved through using schedules so your
child has a clear understanding of what their day will look like. This
can also be achieved through following consistent routines, which
include active time, exercise and quality time together. Scheduling in
opportunities for your child to play, explore and engage with you as
the parent and with the world around them will contribute to them
developing a positive sense of self. It is also important that you
consistently praise them for their efforts, particularly when they are in
anxiety-provoking situations. 

BRAVE was developed for children who experience Separation
Anxiety Disorder, Social Phobia, Specific Phobia and Generalised
Anxiety Disorder. This free online cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
program helps children (and their parents) to learn new ways to
manage their anxiety and fears. It can help with social worries, anxiety
about separating from loved ones, fears of specific objects or
situations (e.g. dogs, needles, storms, darkness), worries about
friendships, school performance or other everyday worries. Access
the Brave program using this link: brave4you.psy.uq.edu.au


